Introduction
The Homeric epics -the Iliad and the Odysseyare among the oldest European literary documents. Traditional sources and linguistic evidence suggest that they were substantially fixed in the form in which they have come down to us sometime around 700 BC, at the dawn of literate Greek history (Janko 1982) ; but it is clear that they contain echoes of an even older, orally remembered past. As such, they are bound up with the problem of the relationship of 'history' to oral tradition, which is not by any means confined to ancient Greece (Vansina 1975; Sahlins 1985: ch. 2) .
The perceived status of the events, society and material culture presented in the epics has fluctuated between history, legend, myth and fantasy, reflecting both the changing attitudes of literary scholars to the nature of their composition (the 'Homeric Question'), and the varying desires of historians and archaeologists to make use of the historical, social or ideological information they potentially contain. They are an area where literature, archaeology and history meet, in texts which have often seemed to provide some of the most tantalizing glimpses of protohistoric societies whose material remains are known from the archaeological record. But the precise relationships between these glimpses and the formation of the textswhich crucially affects the way we use the latter -are still a matter of continuing debate. Students of literature or linguistics, historians and archaeologists have each had their own way of approaching the problems, and, as a result, have tended to arrive at what often appear to be incompatibly different answers.
Literary approaches
Central to this are the implications of the 'Homeric Question' which, in its wider sense (the circumstances of their formation and final composition), is not just a problem for those with a literary interest in the Homeric epics but one which also has some bearing on the historical status of their content. Since Milman Parry in the 1920s demonstrated the presence of the characteristics of orally composed and transmitted poetry in the epics, it has been widely (though not universally) accepted that they are ultimately the product of an oral bardic tradition (Parry 1971;  for a discussion of subsequent work on this aspect of Homer see Householder & Nagy 1972: 19ff.) . Within this constraint, however, opinions have varied among literary critics and others as to the precise implications of what Parry & Lord (1960) have termed the epics' oral-formulaic mode of composition, in particular over the relative r6les of a longstanding tradition of transmission and of the creative genius of one poet -Homer-in shaping the Iliad and the Odyssey as we know them. This is essentially a qyestion of emphasis. For some Homerists the latter is of prime importance, to the extent that the epics may be seen as essentially the work of one poet who, sometime in the years around 700 BC, travelled about Greece collecting and combining a wealth of topographical detail with various tales and traditions (some inherited in verse form, others not) and composed them into poetic works which transcend the inheritance of both subject matter and technique which lay behind them (Taplin 1986: 70f.; Rubens & Taplin 1989) . Others, over the years, have taken a less cataclysmic view. Most, however, insist -quite justifiably-on the integral unity of each of these two long epics, and maintain that a single individual was responsible for shaping the final structure of each and ensuring its integrity through various internal linking and unifying elements, such as the prophetic cross-references contained in many of the speeches (Rutherford 1985) .
Archaeological approaches
For those concerned primarily with the historical and cultural background to the epics as revealed through the archaeological record, greatest interest has lain in identifying the chronological period in which the greater part of their material or cultural content -if not their actual composition -can best be set. Here too there have been distinct shifts of emphasis, shifts which have ranged from the Late Bronze Age (Mycenaean) era in Greece to various points in the Early Iron Age (FIGURE 1). From the time when Schliemann first claimed to have found the graves of Agamemnon and his companions within the citadel at Mycenae in 1876 (Schliemann 1880: 336-45) , there arose a growing conviction among archaeologists (if not among Classical scholars) that the material setting and historical background of the epics was essentially that of the Late Bronze Age Mycenaean world. Although Schliemann's identification of Homer' s Mycenae with that of the early Mycenaean Shaft Graves was soon rejected as too early by about 300 years -largely on the basis of the historical Greeks' own traditional dates for such events as the Trojan War -the belief in a basically Late Bronze Age setting persisted through such writers as Allen (1921 ), Nilsson (1933 , Page (1959) , Wace & Stubbings (1962) , Blegen (1962) , Mylonas (1966: 213ff.) , and on down to Luce (1975) and Wood (1985) in the last two decades. Meanwhile, Lorirner (1950) and Gray (1947; 1954; 1955; 1958; 1968) , while maintaining the Late Bronze Age basis of the events and much of the world portrayed in the poems, stressed the archaeological grounds for regarding the epics as heavily interwoven with the material culture of later periods. By the 1950s, on the other hand, Finley (1954 [1956] ; 1957) was arguing strongly for a primary setting in the loth and 9th centuries -though less on grounds of the material record than on the type of society he saw portrayed in the epics. Later, Snodgrass (1971: 389; was to argue for a selective mixture of (palatial) Mycenaean and 8th-century elements with little in between; while the emphasis above all on the 8th century was also taken up by Kurtz & Boardman (1971) , and -again concentrating mainly on the poems' social institutions -by Morris (1986) . Finally, Dickinson (1986) returned to the chronological setting proposed by Finley (though in this case more explicitly in terms of the material record) and placed the background and creation of the epics in the period between c. 1200 and the end of the 9th century.
These apparently quite different conclusions represent the answers to different questions, each of which arises from a different view of the social function of the epics and stresses the importance of different aspects of their content. At one extreme, many archaeologists have been content to regard them as little more than entertaining accounts of historical or semihistorical events, people or societies which can be assigned to chronological periods with the help of the archaeological record. What is important here is the assumption of an accretion of continuous but gradually fading traditions (in poetic or other form) which underlie and inform the finished epics and which can be traced through the social or material reflections they contain. At the other extreme, other archaeologists and historians have stressed the primary r61e of epic in the establishment and enhancement of social and political structures, and concluded that the art Chart showing archaeological divisions of the Greek Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age with of the poets lay in weaving a complex web of social ideology and material symbolism in which even the smallest detail played a part. On this view (which presupposes a sustainedly attentive and reflective audience) the final version as an integrated whole is all that counts (cf. Morris 1986) ; and the task of the archaeological or historical interpreter is to identify the messages encoded in the poems and match them to the social and political circumstances most likely to have produced them.
The archaeology of the texts
It seems to me that there must be some systematic method of combining aspects of these contrasting approaches, while keeping sight of the implications both of oral delivery and of an oral-formulaic technique of composition, which appear to impose a restraint on the extremes of both views. To begin with, we can consider three sample passages from the Iliad. We have here what seems to be a rather odd situation. A lump of unworked iron (the Greek solos autokhoonos is unclear, but conveys the sense of something which is rough and unshaped and produced -literally 'self-cast' -without the intervention of metalworking techniques) has been regarded as a prized possession for a long time, first as the favourite throwing-weight of a king and hero, then as something worth taking as a spoil of war, then as worth having as a prestigious prize. Yet it is suddenly -almost as an afterthought -recognized as having its prime desirability in a potential for utilitarian use, as a source of agricultural and pastaral tools.
The second passage comes in Iliad xix-xx, a long account of the battle between Achilles and the Trojans. In Iliad xix.369-91 Achilles arms himself before the battle. He puts on greaves and a cuirass, takes up a sword, a huge and massive shield (described in detail in a lengthy digression), and finally arms himself with a spear (Iliad xix.387-91, translated Lattimore):
Next he pulled out from its standing place the spear of huge, heavy, thick, which no one else of all the could handle, but Achilleus alone knew how to wield the Pelian ash spear which Cheiron had brought to his from high on Pelion, to be death for fighters in battle.
A little further on, in the thick of the battle, Achilles throws this spear at Aineias (Iliad xx.273f.). He misses and it sticks firmly in the ground (xx.279-80), and Achilles is left without a spear. Divine intervention comes to his aid in the form of Poseidon who pulls the spear out of Aineias' shield (where it now seems to be stuck) and brings it back to deposit it at Achilles' feet (xx.321-4). Apparently having learnt no caution, Achilles again throws his spear at Polydoros and impales him so that the spear ends up right through his body (xx.413-18) . One might have thought that this too would have caused difficulties for our hero, but just a few lines further on (xx.446) there he is with spear in hand again, this time with no explanation as to how it was retrieved. In the same passage Hector appears to have similar difficulties with spears. Having earlier armed himself with an eleven-cubit-long spear (something like 4 m in length) (Iliad viii.493f repeated in vi.318f.; cf. xiii.830), Hector too indulges in some spear-throwing in the thick of battle. In this case Athene, deflecting the spear from its target, brings it back like a boomerang to Hector's feet (xx.438f.).
The third passage concerns Aias' shield, an extraordinary affair which, as Aias enters the battle in Iliad vii.219 is described as tower-like (eiite purgon). It is made of seven layers of oxhide to which an eighth layer of bronze has been added, apparently as an afterthought (vii.223). As if this were not enough, this shield, a few lines further on in the thick of the fight, suddenly acquires a boss (messon epomphalion: vii.267) which has no part in the original description. Hector too has a very odd shield, at one point described as extending from his neck to his ankles (Iliad vi.117) and at another as completely circular (vii.250). That is a shield worth trying to imagine! While these oddities have often been dismissed as examples of the inconsistencies and discrepancies one might expect in poetry simultaneously composed and recited orally, the archaeological record suggests that what we have in each case is the juxtaposition or superimposition of more than one chronological reflection. Taking iron first, the development of iron use and technology -and resulting cultural attitudes to iron -show a relatively clear pattern in the Aegean. In the period between c. 1600 and c. 1200 we have several small objects of iron in Aegean contexts, of a size and nature which required a minimum in the way of working (Pleiner 1969: 8-9 ). Most of these are personal ornaments or other trinkets: iron rings with gold or gold-plated bezels, bronze rings plated with gold and iron, and iron studs set in gold (Buchholz & Karageorghis 1973: 26-7) . The frequent combination of iron with gold suggests that iron was regarded at this time as an exotic luxury with intrinsic value as a precious metal, no doubt enhanced by its obvious magnetic properties (which may also be obliquely reflected in a recurrent line in the Odyssey: xvi.294, cf. xix.13). From c. 1200 BC onwards, the first small iron blades appear in the Aegean in the form of knives with bronze rivets which are almost certainly imports from the East Mediterranean. The breakthrough in blade technology in Greece itself comes sometime around the middle of the 11th century when the first all iron dagger (or curtailed sword) appears, closely followed by full-sized iron swords (Snodgrass 1971: 217 ff.; . Not long after, by the beginning of the loth century the technology required for more difficult objects like spearheads (which, unlike their bronze counterparts, could not be cast) had been mastered, and, once this was in place, there is little doubt that objects like axes, ploughshares etc., which are more rarely found in archaeological contexts, were also made. To sum up: the first part of the passage in Iliad xxiii concerning the prize would seem to accord best with an attitude to iron which prevailed between the 16th and 12th centuries, while the second part belongs to a time from c. 1000 on when iron tools were regularly produced in Greece.
The spears of the second passage present a less clear picture, but one which nevertheless also corresponds to a distinct chronological pattern. The spearheads of the early Mycenaean period are vast affairs -fully comparable with Hector's eleven-cubit spear (cf. e.g. Dickinson 1977: 70; Karo 1930-33: plates LXXII.215, XCVI.902, 910, 933, XCVII.449) . Representational evidence of this period -which is likely to correspond closely with the self-image which a contemporary warrior class wished to project -shows them in use in close combat (Crouwel 1981: 121;  cf. e.g. Karo 1930-33 : plate 24; Sakellariou 1974; Lorimer 1950: figure 8 and possibly figure 7 (but cf. Lorimer 1950: 144-6); and, indeed, it is hard to imagine how else they could be used. The introduction and use of a throwing spear is more problematic. Although much smaller javelins occur in graves from early in the Late Bronze Age, there is no representational evidence that the early Mycenaeans thought of themselves as using these in military contexts; and indeed the ideal of close combat indicated both by representations and the nature of fighting equipment tends to exclude this. During the palatial period of the later 14th-13th centuries representational evidence for paired spears -a good sign that their bearer might be thinking of throwing one of them -is associated exclusively with hunting scenes.
Towards the end of the 13th century new and smaller types of spearheads enter the Mycenaean repertoire (Desborough 1964: 66-7; cf. Sandars 1978: glff.) figure 43 ), and at least one instance of spears being thrown in battle (Dakoronia n.d.) . Paired spears of equal size begin to appear in graves from the 12th century onwards (Snodgrass 1964: 136) , and are the norm in 8th-century Attic representations of warfare where spears are also sometimes seen hurtling through the air (Ahlberg 1971) . Thus in Iliad xix-xx we again seem to have some chronological superimposition: with Achilles starting with a spear which would seem most at home in the 13th century or considerably earlier, and finishing with one which acts as though it belongs in the 12th century at the earliest, and possibly several centuries later.
Finally, shields. The unwieldy, tower-like (rectangular or figure-of-eight) hide body shields of the early Mycenaean period, extending from neck to ankle, and known only from representational evidence, are all of a package with the close combat weaponry associated with them; and they show every sign of gradually becoming redundant once bronze body armour -of the kind found in a late 15th-or early 14th-century tomb at Dendra (Buchholz & Karageorghis 1973: no. 712), and depicted on the Knossos Linear B tablets of similar date and on the later tablets from Pylos (Ventris & Chadwick 1973: 375, 380 , ideograms 162-3) -becomes the warrior norm towards the end of the pre-palatial or early in the palatial period. Although figure-of-eight shields continue to appear as decorative -or possibly symbolicmotifs in ivory and faience work, there is no sign in the 14th and 13th centuries that they were actually part of regular warrior equipment used in battle. In fact, the tablets from Knossos and Pylos which record military equipment are strikingly silent on the subject of shields, as are representations of military scenes in this period. This is not really surprising. Anyone wearing armour like that found at Dendra would have quite enough to manage without manoeuvring a shield as well. At the very end of the 13th century -as part of the same new package of equipment which included smaller throwable spears and the slashing sword -we see the appearance of smaller hand-held targes (e.g. Lorimer 1950: figure 9 ). These, and somewhat larger shields in a variety of circular, sub-circular or other shapes, intended to protect the trunk, appear quite frequently on 12th-century and later representations (e.g. figure 34 ) and continue to appear on those of the 8th century (cf. e.g. Lorimer 1950: figure 14) . By the mid 11th century we have the first appearance in graves of metal shield bosses with long projections, which are most easily interpreted as a response -more or less delayed -to the new fighting tactics which the new types of offensive equipment entailed. Again, then, in the case of Aias' shield it looks as though we have some chronological layering, with one element of the shield lying most easily in a 16th-15th century context, and another perhaps some four or more centuries later.
So far, so good. Even those archaeological commentators on Homer who argue most keenly for a date after c. 1200 for the material setting of the poems and the beginning of their formation have conceded that there are a few elements in the epics which can be projected back to an earlier date (Dickinson 1986: 28-30) . What they do not tell us, however, is how this actually comes about. Dickinson, who rejects the idea of a bardic hexameter tradition going back beyond 1200, resorts to the idea of traditional tales and memories, and raises the possibility of heirlooms and material relics (Dickinson 1986: 22, 27, 28; cf. Kirk 1960: 190f.) ; Morris (1986: 89f.) suggests conscious archaizing to differentiate the epic from the real world; while Knox (1973: Z l ) , in an article which argues for the essentially 9th-8th century nature of the architecture in the Odyssey, suggests that such features, some of them genuinely recalling Mycenaean things, were added as descriptive detail to provide authenticity (cf. also Kirk 1960: 191) . I do not wish to argue here at length against Dickinson's (and others') rejection of the possibility of a pre-12th-century bardic hexameter tradition. Such a view is far from universally accepted (Kirk 1962: 120; Chadwick 1976: 182f .; West 1988) , and Dickinson's argument seems to rest partly on a misunderstanding of the nature and effects ofthe language changes which take place in a living tradition of continuous oral transmission. For the other, I find it hard to believe that epic audiences, who could stomach such strange contradictions as the neck-to-ankle circular shield of Hector, or the transformation of Agamemnon -in the space of a single bookfrom being lord of all Argos and many islands to ruler of a small kingdom stretching in quite the opposite direction (Iliad ii.108, contrast 569-76), would care very much about a few details added as occasional, and apparently quite arbitrary, 'distancing effects' of a very minor and often inconsistent nature (Morris 1986: 89f.) , or put in for the sake of a Disneyland authenticity.
In order to see how it does work, we have to look briefly at the internal structure of the poems. FIGURE 2 summarizes the main structural elements of which the epics are made up. N o chronological expectations or assumptionsapart from the most self-evident -are built into this diagram. It is merely a breakdown of the various structural levels recognized by Homeric scholars from Milman Parry onwards and their generalized relationships to each other. At one level are the epics in the form in which they have come down to us; and here I assume, for the sake of argument (but see further below), that once they entered the hands of the rhapsodes in the 7th century and later they remained more or less unchanged in form and content (cf. Kirk 1962; sacrifice and feast scenes -some regularly formulaic in layout and vocabulary, others less so), descriptions (both incidental and essential to the plot with which they are associated), speeches, characters (major and minor), retrospectives (passages which emphasize the genealogy or pedigree of a particular character or object), and the famous Homeric similes.
FIGURE 3 is an arrangement of these various structural elements on the basis of their relative stability or instability. Given the two main characteristics of an oral-formulaic technique of composition-in-performance -the freedom to create a unique work on every occasion combined with a tendency to phraseological or formal conservatism at certain levels of construction -it seems probable that certain types of elements were more prone to regular alteration than others. And here too the needs and expectations of epic audiences must have played a part. Some elements, such as the similes, one of whose main functions is an illustrative one (to illustrate something which is antique, exotic or generally outside an audience's own experience), are more likely to change regularly as cultural surroundings and experiences alter (cf. Shipp 1972) . Other elements seem, on the face of it, less likely to be subject to constant alteration. These include detail or description essential to the plot of any particular story; highly formulaic genre scenes whose convenient repetitive pattern is conducive to a certain amount of inertia; and prefabricated formulaic lines, line endings and epithets which can be used again and again in widely different contexts without the bard having to stop to think (cf. Gray 1947 fighting scenes) , speeches, incidental description or detail, and catalogue entries, which can be inserted or removed and whose internal nature can be altered without disturbing the wider context within which they are embedded. These elements offer the poet particular scope for creativity even within an expected story-pattern, and it is these which might be supposed to change most rapidly when a tradition is undergoing active transformation in order to reflect or propagate contemporary ideals.
We can now return to the three sample passages and trace these processes at work. In the case of the iron prize, the offering of the prize itself is the important part of this passage from the point of view of the narrative; and the idea of its intrinsic value is contained in a closely associated retrospective which provides the kind of pedigree that is a frequent preoccupation of heroic epic. The lines about the iron tools for shepherds and ploughmen are contained in a separate speech which, in effect, has the illustrative force usually associated with similes, and whose main purpose may well have been to explain the apparent idiosyncrasy, to Iron Age eyes, of the prize and its history. We can see not only a difference in the material and cultural record, but a parallel difference which can be attributed to the stratigraphy of these lines themselves.
In the case of Achilles and his spear, the enormous single spear (Iike the large single spears of Alexandros and Athena: cf. Iliad iii.338; ' comes in an arming scene. Although extra lines and longer descriptive passages can sometimes be inserted in them, these are among some of the most formulaic scenes of the Iliad in that the equipment is invariably taken up in the same order and in very similar language. Achilles's activities with the spear, on the other hand, occur in fighting scenes which, though they often contain lower level formulaic elements, ai-e generally more loosely structured. As for Aias and his shield, its tower-like nature is revealed in a stock two-word epithet which invariably comes as part of a formulaic line ending (Gray 1947) . Its bossed projection, however, is contained in a non-periodic enjambement (a relatively frequent phenomenon in oral epic: cf. Lord 1960: 54), linking rather awkwardly with the preceding line which emphasizes only the sevenfold oxhide character of the shield (heptaboeion) in the form of a stock epithetical line ending.
It is possible to repeat this process when faced with what appear to be other chronologically based contradictions or anomalies in the material culture portrayed in the epics, and to find that these are dictated by their context in differentially more or less stable elements of the poems. For Odysseus' palace on Ithaca, for instance, an extremely confused (and confusing) impression of architectural complexity (though without large scale storage or frescoes) arises solely from descriptions essential to the various plots and sub-plots in which they occur (e.g. Odyssey xxii.105-46; cf. Gray 1955: esp. 11 and contm Knox 1973) ; while the only freestanding description (Odyssey xvii.266-8) gives very little away. PeneIope's upper chamber at the top of a staircase, appears almost entirely in formulaic line endings (cf. e.g. Odyssey xviii.206; xix.600; xxii.428; xxiii.85). Both it, and the necessarily flat roof of Circe's palace where Elpenor must sleep in order to fall off and meet his death (Odyssey x.552ff.; xi.62-5), contrast with the evidently familiar picture of a steeply gabled roof offered by the extended simile which illustrates the initial stance of the wrestlers at Patroklos' funeral games (Iliad xxiii.711-13). The 'ideal' highly planned layout of the town of Scherie with its colonial overtones (cf. Jeffery 1976: 56) , and the matching symbolic perfection of its d e r Alcinoos' idealized fairy-tale palace, are presented in straightforward blocks of description which do not affect any other part of their immediate context .
This technique of reading the two textsarchaeological and literary -in parallel and in conjunction with one another goes some way towards resuscitating and reformulating the insights and highly detailed work of Gray (1947; 1954: 15; 1968: 29f.; cf. Page 1959), who was particularly responsible for pointing out that references to bronze weapons and other more archaic elements of material culture are often contained in stock forms such as epithetical line endings, and that, in general, archaeologically earlier elements frequently figure in passages which consist of essential rather than incidental description. However, it cannot be claimed that it has any general predictive value. It is not intended to suggest, for instance, that all -or even most -potentially stable structural elements carry with them the material and cultural background of a relatively early period in the poems' formation, or that all potentially less stable elements are bound to relate to a later date. This is patently not the case; and nor would one expect it to be. The devising of new formulae (such as those which refer to cremation), the introduction of new illustrative or descriptive passages, and the inclusion of old and new formulaic lines or descriptions in both new and pre-existing scenes and episodes are bound to have taken place at all stages in the epics' active compositional history. Where the value of this technique lies is s.pecifically in documenting and explaining those relatively trivial contradictions and anomalies in material culture (apparent above all to an attentive reader of the epics), which cannot easily be accounted for in any other way. These hold hints of a chronological disparity, which in turn gives us the key to the poems' ultimate genesis and history. Broadly similar approaches to the epic texts have been adopted by, for example, Shipp (1972) , Ruijgh (1957) and West (1988) who, however, have been concerned particularly with the relationship between elements of the texts and anomalous linguistic phenomena: Shipp with the relationship between linguistic and poetic neologisms and those elements of the epics (similes, digressions, descriptions, speeches, comments) which he considers to be additional to a core tradition (see, however Householder & Nagy 1972: 22); Ruijgh with the relationship between formulaic elements and examples of particularly archaic vocabulary; and West with the detection of proto-Greek (pre-Linear B) shadows in the metrical structure of certain lines and passages which he projects back to the early Mycenaean period or even beyond (cf. also Watkins 1987) . However, since continual linguistic (particularly phonological) change is almost certain to have taken place in the oral transmission of even those elements whose content remained unaltered over a long period, linguistic observations of this sortwith the possible exception of certain demonstrably archaic vocabulary (cf. e.g. Kirk 1962: 114) -are likely to be somewhat less reliable than those based on material culture about whose chronology there is rather more certainty. Nevertheless, the fact that both types of approach point in a similar direction reinforces the belief that chronological disparities in the material culture of the poems have their basis in the stratigraphy of the texts themselves. Having seen how the mechanisms of this actually work, we can feel more confident about the existence of a long-lived oral epic tradition with origins in the period when the earliest datable material culture reflected in the poems was essential to an heroic lifestyle. This is not the same as saying that any of the events represented in the poems can safely be regarded as genuine 'history', definitely assignable to one period or another; though it does make it more likely that remnants of actual events (inevitably -given their 'heroic' purpose -much reshaped and embroidered right from the time of their occurrence, and with a characteristic ability to float around in time and space) will have survived, along with remnants of earlier material culture and vocabulary, in the transmission of textual elements over a very long period (cf. Ardener 1988) .
Heroic generations
The lliad and the Odyssey present us with the original notion of an heroic society (Chadwick 1912) . Such societies are by definition selfdefined societies with two essential characteristics. They embody the ideals and lifestyles of only a certain particularly self-conscious, selfaggrandizing sector of society, in which not only the efficacy of its actions but 'the shaping of its distinguished and distinctive behaviour is central to its self-image and self-justification' (Elias 1978: 9) . (This is a point which is of relevance in considering the exclusive nature of cremation as a burial rite in both epics in comparison with its clear lack of anything approaching universality even within individual communities at any one time.) And their active self-definition, through such devices as heroic poetry (cf. Finnegan 1977: 205-6) , ostentatious burial and representational art, is most likely to have greatest importance in periods of social and political fluidity and change when new family or social groups emerge jostling for power and eager to establish their credentials, and when legitimation and self-propaganda of individuals or small groups become particularly crucial issues. The generation -rather than mere maintenance -of heroic epic plays an important part in this self-definition. In order for it to fulfil this end the activities and lifestyle it portrays have to be recognizably referable to those whose purposes it serves (cf. Vestergaard 1987) , while the heroes and exploits it commemorates have also in some way to be linked with them, by devices such as the idea of relatively close proximity in time (cf. Hesiod's placing of tlie Age of Heroes after the Age of Bronze) and the inclusion, however distortedly, of events which have some basis in 'historical' memory (cf. Davies 1984) . One thinks of the store set by the suitors in coercing Phemios, Odysseus' palace bard, into serving their ends (Odyssey i.154; . The theme of his song was the return from Troy, its setting contemporary; but it is clear, both from its effect on Penelope (Odyssey i.334ff.) and from his fear of Odysseus' anger, that its content was deliberately angled to further the suitors' ambitions to the detriment of Odysseus and his house.
There are two periods in the span between the mid 2nd millennium and the dawn of historical (literate) Greece when these conditions of social or political fluidity and the need for legitimation are best fulfilled in the archaeological record, and a third period in which we seem to see an interface between these conditions and the emergence of something new. The first is the early formative Mycenaean period (pre-palatial and very early palatial) of the 16th to early 14th centuries, when the Mycenae Shaft Graves and the rich tholoi of Messenia, Laconia, Attica and elsewhere -together with a wealth of martial representation of all types -point to legitimation processes which ended eventually with the establishment of the highly bureaucratic palace kingdoms of the later 14th and 13th centuries. The second period spans the four centuries or so after the collapse of the palaces, when social fluidity returned; and we see not only a renewed interest in military representation (eg. Buchholz & Karageorghis 1973 : nos. 999-1001 ,1025 ,1071 Popham & Sackett 1968: figures 38-44; cf. Crouwell981: 140ff.) , but also a high degree of individual and opportunistic seaborne enterprise which is reflected, among other things, in a new focus on maritime activities in 12th-century and later ceramic representations (Gray 1974: G20; Dakoronia n.d.; Morrison & Williams 1968; Popham 1987) and in an increased maritime emphasis in the settlement patterns of Mainland Greece from the 12th century on. During the same period we see the spread of the costly and time-consuming practice of cremation -most spectacularly and 'heroically' in the early 10th-century heroburial at Lefkandi and subsequent horse and weapon burials (Popham et al. 1982; Popham et al. 1989: 118-23) , but also rather earlier in the recently discovered 12th-century cremation tumulus at Chania near Mycenae (Catling 1985: 21) . The third period is the later 8th century, the period associated with the establishment of the historical Greek city-states. This is characterized in some regions by some no less wealthy and impressive burials (Snodgrass 1971: 268, 271; cf. Schefold 1966) , and by a renewed emphasis on military and funerary ideals as portrayed in representational art. It is also, however, a time which witnesses other new phenomena. These include, on the one hand, the growth of wider regional and supraregional religious centres (Snodgrass 1971: 421) ; and, on the other, a burgeoning of interest in offerings, not at contemporary or near-contemporary graves, but at chamber tombs of the Mycenaean age (cf. Snodgrass 1987: 159ff.; Morris 1988; . While at one level a proliferation of rich dedications at inter-regional religious centres can still be seen as supplements to -if not substitutes for -the individual and family statements made by lavish burials, the very growth of these centres indicates something new: a sense of regional and possibly wider identity which marks a transition beyond the family-or group-based interests of a classic heroic society, and beyond even the concern for internal definition of the newly emergent polities themselves. At the same time, the growth of local 'hero' (or ancestor) cult, focussed on tombs of the evidently distant past, marks a transition away from legitimation grounded in the present. Heroes in general were settling into the past (cf. Nagy 1979: 115-16) . From now on their value to the interests of family, community and wider groupings lay in possession and conservation of the heritage of tradition they already provided. The scene was set for the spontaneous transubstantiation of kleos (epic glory) into a ready-formed body of polydynamic myth (cf. Vernant 1982a; 1982b: 41-2) .
In terms both of material culture and of the wider picture we can construct from the archaeological record, there are some distinct differences between these three periods. Yet in terms of the social ethos and mores of their specifically heroic ideals -based as they are on comparable political and dynastic aspirations and similar methods of laying claim to thesethe differences are likely to be less marked, and not easily distinguishable (cf. Rowlands 1980: 22) . In any case, the chronological layering evident in aspects of the epics' material culture offers a warning of the a priori dangers involved in constructing a composite picture (including the social institutions) of any synchronous society from the texts as a whole (cf. Snodgrass 1974; Coldstream 1977: 18) circumstantial arguments derived from reading between the lines, or from reading a large number of different lines together. While elements of the poems are infinitely separable, they are not -at least for our purposesinfinitely combinable.
i Early Mycenaean beginnings I suggest that all three of these periods, to a greater or lesser extent, contributed some formative input to the Homeric epics as we know them (FIGURE 4). The first period -that of the pre-palatial and formative palatial Mycenaean world -saw the initial creation of the bardic tradition which formed the basis for later developments. Its traces are visible in a limited but FIGURE 4. Stages in the history of epic formation and their material a n d cultural imports. significant number of material or cultural elements, above all in an array of close-combat military equipment (cf. FIGURE 5a): the large thrusting spears, the tower or man-covering shields, the thrusting swords, and probably the boar's tusk helmet which, though still occasionally found in graves as late as the 12th and 11th centuries, disappears from representational art of a military nature after 1200 BC. The typical 'epic' use of chariotry in warfare, as transport for warriors to the front (often obliquely referred to in lines with a recurrent stock ending: e.g. Iliad iii.29; iv.419), may first have entered the tradition in this early period (Crouwel 1981) , as -towards the end of the period -may the first indications of bronze body armour (FIGURE 5b). Traces of this period may also be visible in the Odyssey's confused hints of palatial complexity and of flat-roofed, dressed-stone palaces with upper storeys, since already by the end of Late Helladic I1 and the beginning of Late Helladic IIIA (late 15th to early 14th century) buildings of this nature can be found in Greece (Kilian 1987) . At this stage, it seems probable that the creation of epic was concentrated in the early Mycenaean core area, above all in the Peloponnese whose early kingdoms in the Argolid, Messenia and Laconia are reflected in the main royal personae of the Iliad and in the grand tour of palaces undertaken by Telemachos in the Odyssey (cf. Mosse 1980: 9; Gray 1958) . The complicated, intensely agnatic structure of royal inheritance displayed by the Atreid dynasty in the epics (Loptson 1986 ) seems particularly characteristic of an expansive 'heroic' society (cf. Rowlands 1980: 18ff.) , and indeed the 15th century appears to have seen a considerable expansion of political (particularly perhaps Argive) power outside the original Mycenaean heartland, which culminated shortly after 1400 BC in a series of geographically widespread destructions (Doxey 1987; cf. also Catling 1989) . Among these is a destruction at Troy, and it seems not impossible that a story of the -or at least a -Trojan war (more than one is mentioned in the Iliad) entered the epic tradition at this time (Vermeule 1986) . At the very least the presence of what has been interpreted as a recurring 'siege motif' in the art of the early Aegean Late Bronze Age (Vermeule 1964: 100f.; 1986: 88-9; cf. Negbi 1978; Laffineur 1983) suggests that the siege of a walled city was an important theme in the acta (or agenda) of those who counted (or wished to count) during this period.
ii Palatial maintenance It is likely that the results of this early period of epic formation were subsequently preserved in a less actively creative bardic tradition during the palace period of the later 14th-13th centuries (Late Helladic IIIA2-B) . The almost complete absence (even as residual traces) of reflections in the epics which accord with our general picture of life during the floruit of the Mycenaean palaces with their complex bureaucratic administrations, knowledge of writing (albeit of limited application) and centrally controlled industrial production (Finley 1956: 165ff.; 1957; Morris 1986; Rubens & Taplin 1989) , together with the lack of features of material culture described in the poems which can be tied down specifically to this time, suggest that this was not a period which contributed much in the way of significant input. It is a time which, in several respects, lacks some of the most typical 'heroic' markers. Burials, though still in communal (family) tombs, are notably poorer in grave goods, particularly precious metal and bronze; and while representational art (often now in the form of architectural frescoes) continues to play a prominent part, much of the main emphasis (particularly on pictorial pottery) is on nonmilitary or symbolic scenes of chariots and bulls. It was a time when (as the Pylos tablets suggest) the complex internal social structure of the kingdoms no longer needed creative definition; and when there were other more systemic means by which the dominant sector of society could quietly maintain the validity of its position (Kilian 1988) . In such a context the main social function of epic is likely to have been the preservation of the status quo, perhaps best achieved by the maintenance of a relatively stable tradition in the hands of court poets whose main task (like that of Demodocus in Odyssey viii.489) was to 'tell the tale correctly (kata kosmon)', and to preserve the general themes and forms (and already antique setting) of an existing tradition in much the same way as, in arguably similar circumstances, the official rhapsodes of the 7th and 6th centuries were bound more or less to follow the Homeric canon. This is not to say that the poet's art during the palatial period was in any way confined to straightforward memorization with no scope for improvisation and elaboration, or that its social function was any less importantmerely that it was not engaged in actively reshaping a tradition which best met the needs of its patrons in its existing form. An important part of its social efficacy may have lain in the idea of direct lineal connection between the palace rulers and the 'heroic' forefathers, the founders of the dynasties, and an emphasis on retrospective passages which stress the notion of long continuity could well have been a particular feature of epic transmission during this time. One thinks here of the trouble which the 13th-century rulers of Mycenae took to refurbish the long-disused Circle A of the Shaft Graves and include it within their citadel wall (Mylonas 1966: 94-5) .
iii Post-Palatial re-creation The second period of active generation -the post-palatial era of the 12th to 9th and early 8th centuries -was probably responsible for the P m I greatest contribution to the epics as we know them (cf. Kirk 1962) . This period was one both of new creation and of active transformation, resulting in an updating of the general material culture of the inherited tradition with remnants of the old tradition left primarily in the most stable elements of the structure. It was responsible for the emphasis on cremation as a burial rite; for the equipment and tactics (slashing swords, horned helmets, double throwing spears, bossed shields) characteristic of a slightly longer-range, more mobile style of fighting (FIGURE 5c); and for iron in the form of everyday objects, perhaps accompanied by bronze as a persistent, if often unattainable, ideal for the ultimate in aristocratic weaponry (cf. Snodgrass (1989) , and note that it is tools, not spears and swords, that the iron prize is destined to furnish). It was also responsible for the glimpses we get of Odysseus' and others' palaces as relatively simple buildings; for the maritime 'Phoenician' activities (opportunistic seaborne trading, raiding, slave-taking) of the Phoenicians themselves and certain other char-
a-b Pre-palatial and early palatial (16th to early 14th century). c Post-palatial (12th to early 8th century). d late 8th century.
Three generations of Homeric heroes.
Composites drawn from representational and archaeological evidence.
acters in the epic (including Odysseus); and almost certainly for the introduction of completely new heroes. This period is likely, after various vicissitudes, to have seen the gradual crystallization of the general outlines of many of the episodes found in the existing poems; and of numerous other episodes and cycles of episodes which lacked the direct relevance to later historical conditions (the settlement of the Troad and the movement up into the Black Sea area in the late 8th and 7th centuries, and Greek hostility to Persia in the later 6th and early 5th centuries) which were to prove particularly advantageous to the survival of the Iliad and Odyssey. The outlines of the Greek Catalogue, with its emphasis on Central Greece and its relatively high proportion of place names relatable to centres which became prominent only in the postpalatial period, probably belongs -along with its Trojan counterpart -to this period (cf. Kirk 1985) , and particularly perhaps to its later part when a growing sense of local or regional definition and identity foreshadow the territorially based competition of the early historical period. These developments almost certainly took place in several regions of Greece, probably at different times during the course of this long period (cf. West 1988; Janko 1982: 92) , which may account both for the dialectal variety and for the appearance of regional comprehensiveness (in terms of the Greek Mainland at least) which can be seen in the epics as we have them.
iv From statement to possession: the end of the line This process of re-creation culminated in the third and last period -the later 8th centurywhich is usually accredited with the final formation of the Iliad and Odyssey as we know them. It coincided with rapid colonial activity (including that in the Troad area) and the beginning of renewed changes in fighting equipment and tactics; and the occasional glimpses of planned 'ideal' colonial layout, of characteristic colonial foundation stories (Odyssey vi.3-lo), and possibly of incipient hoplite tactics and equipment (e.g. Iliud xvii.354f.: xix.374-9; vii.223; xi.36-7; but cf. Latacz 1977) probably entered the epics at this point (cf. FIGURE 5d) . However, the very scarcity of indubitably late 8th-centurv reflections (Kirk 1962: 282) suggests that the active generation of heroic epic along previous lines was now drawing to a close, and that some other process -above all perhaps one of consolidation -was beginning to take its place. Part of this process may have been an increasing emphasis on existing epic traditions, not just as expressions of definition for individual families or groups of elites, but as possessions of the wider communities whose sense of self-identity was progressively enhanced in various ways during this period. The transparent attempts to reconcile inconsistencies between the Greek Catalogue (which is above all concerned with localities and their people) and other episodes of the Iliud, while leaving other types of inconsistency untouched, may reflect this process (cf. Iliad ii.686-94,
The circumstances under which a selective range of episodes coalesced, and the final composition of the integrated Iliad and Odyssey as we know them took place, remain very unclear. We do not know where and when this happened, nor whether it was a gradual, cumulative process (Nagy 1979) or done in a single stage by one man. Traditional sources suggest that Homer was a native of either Chios or Smyrna, a location which has long seemed consistent with the predominantly Ionic dialect of the extant epics. Recently, however, West (1988: 165ff.) , stressing the contribution of West (rather than East) Ionic to the completed poems, has suggested that Euboea may have been the most important region during this last phase of their development -a proposal which might accord with the archaeological and historical picture we have at this time of Euboean wealth and colonial enterprise, and of its distinction as the setting for the first war in which much of Greece was involved (cf. Jeffery 1976: 63ff.) . Yet again, the fact that some of the earliest explicit and unambiguous references to incidents as narrated in the lliad and Odyssey occur on 7th-century Attic, Corinthian and Argive pottery might suggest that this corner of the Eastern Mainland was quite closely associated with the emergence of the epics' final form in the years around 700 BC. If, on the other hand, we follow others in believing that the poems we know were composed by a professional travelling poet for performance at a festival at some supra-regional religious centre such as Delos or Olympia (Rubens & Taplin 1989: 29: d. Nagv 699-710, 721-8).
1979: 8 n . l ) , then the origin and home of Homer becomes immaterial. We begin to glimpse the mechanism by which the epics have already been transformed into what may be regarded as pan-Hellenic possessions, thus completing the process which brought an end to epic generation as an active instrument of definition for a self-consciously heroic element in society. The emphasis had shifted from statement to possession. From now on the creative function of the bard (aoidos) gave way to the relayingr6le of the rhapsode.
To these final stages of composition we can ascribe many of the most strikingly integrative features of the finished poems: the links between the episodes and many of the speeches. The r61e of literacy in facilitating or influencing this last operation has been much debated (e.g. Kirk 1962: 98-101; 1976: 122ff.; Goody 1987: ch. 3; Morris 1986: 121ff.; cf. Finnegan 1988) . The introduction of the alphabet in the mid 8th century is surely connected with the potential of writing as yet another instrument for elite self-definition (Stoddart & Whitley 1988) ; and the hexameter graffiti found on late 8th-or early 7th-century sherds at Athens and elsewhere bear witness to an early association between literacy and poetry. Yet it remains unlikely that poems quite so long as the Iliad and Odyssey were committed to writing in their entirety at this time, and unnecessary to invoke literacy as a practical aid to their composition. While some form of written transmission from the time of Homer himself down through the 7th and 6th centuries might be necessary to preserve a verbatim text, it is doubtful that this is of very great importance. It seems likely that, even without the aid of writing, the main forms and themes and integrity of the poems would have been transmitted with little noticeable change (Kirk 1962: 319-20) . This is what is implied in the very existence of the tradition of Homeridae (Sons of Homer), rhapsodes who claimed descent from Homer and guardianship of his heritage. The absence of anything referable to the material culture of 7th-or 6th-century Greece makes it clear that the epic tradition's last r61e as an active instrument for heroic self-definition was over. As in the palatial period of the 14th and 13th centuries, it had taken on a conservative function in which conservation of the tradition itself was allimportant. Now, however, the added dimension of pan-Hellenic possession gave it a new permanent stability which was no longer capable of further transformation.
Conclusion
This reconstruction of the history of Homeric epic suggests that it parallels the patterns of material and cultural change manifested in the archaeological record, and that the two textsliterary and archaeological -can indeed be read together. The phases of active generation correspond to periods during which competing groups of rising elites seek to define their image and lifestyle through such devices as ostentatious burial and both visual and verbal representations of military and other prowess complete with the latest, most prestigious equipment. With the establishment of institutionalized power structures, the long-term visual effect of architectural elaboration above ground takes the place of the short-term display involved in richly equipped burials; and the r61e of epic changes to one which stresses the heritage and stability of the 'history' it represents. Political disintegration and recurring sectional conflict bring a renewed impulse to redefine those elements of society which have most to gain from the distinctive projection of their own distinguished self-image and selfjustification. This is accomplished not only by new creation, but by the transformation of an existing oral epic tradition in order to dress it in more recognizably contemporary garb. Only those elements of the tradition which, for technical or contextual reasons, are most resistant to restructuring preserve remnants of previous creation. These act as fossilized traces of the successive contexts which formed the epics as we know them, and which can themselves be read in the archaeological record.
